By creating **Olympic Vista**, we emphasize making new connections as well as enhancing existing ones to a growing campus, while celebrating the beauty of the Pacific Northwest. We acknowledge that the campus is growing significantly, especially West Campus, our design provides a better artery for them to access the "heart of campus." Olympic Vista compliments the Rainier Vista, and now in Red Square, you will have the ability to have unobstructed views of both iconic mountains in front of Kane Hall. By using this space as a green corridor, we connect existing and proposed green spaces in a growing campus that will be pressed by opportunities like this in the future. Integrating stormwater treatment into our corridor grows the campus’s capacity to handle the increase in buildings and people that will inevitably inhabit this space. Our corridor serves as a public space and bioswale for university district and much of campus. The visible flow of stormwater creates a water feature to compliment the mountain views.